We Got Rhythm: A Cross-Arts Music and Dance Project
from the perspective of the JNR Sinstars
2014 started busy with rehearsals and bookings for the JNR Sinstars. Amongst all the
madness, we were invited to attend an experimental project funded through
Cambridgeshire Music. Fly Cai, Szymon Wolf and Stuntgal were three of the twenty-six
young people who spent three full days working with Contemporary dance choreographer
Amy Holly, and Royal Philharmonic Orchestra's workshop leader Paul Grifths. The aim of
the project was to explore new approaches to music and dance, which was captured in an
inspirational short flm. The flm was screened during the interval at the fst concert in
the new three year residency by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, at the Cambridge Corn
Exchange.
We Got Rhythm started on Sunday 12th January at Impington Village College. After
meeting and greeting everyone, we made a circle and went round saying each others
names, one by one to introduce ourselves. All the musicians and dancers separated into
groups and we started making beats with all of our body parts, then we split into dance
and music. Both of the dance choreographers Oris, who used to be on SIN Cru's eOTo
scheme, and Amy, were telling their life story to us and what they have experienced – like
performances and the people that have inspired them. They started the dance class by
teaching all of us a short choreographed contemporary routine which wasn't my normal
kind of style. Next we started to all travel across the room like we have no bones or we
have frozen and can't move a muscle. It was interesting because you could do whatever
you wanted and could just let loose and it was funny at times too. We developed this
exercise by choosing 4 spots in the room, and we had to hit any freeze on each spot,
then it was our lunch break.
The following weekend started early on Saturday with a romantic drive across picturesque
Cambridge and out over the A14/Histon roundabout for lovers Stuntgal and Szymon Wolf.
He picked her up from her house and said, 'nothing exited happen then' but later we
warmed up by doing a routine. When asked why we needed to warm up, Wolf-man of few
words, simply said, 'because it was 9:45'. All the We Got Rhythm participants spilt up to
create a sort of a contemporary peace. In the afternoon, we got split in groups of
musicians and dancers to create a new piece which we performed. Szymon Wolf thought
his was the best because he created. When he got home, he had a little think and
decided it was a good day after all. He enjoyed that day and liked how we joined the
dancers and musicians.
When we arrived and signed in for the last day, we all were feeling more at ease with the
workshop and improvisation tasks. The day started with us all getting back into our
small groups and going over our sections of choreography. During this time Oris came
around to each of the three groups and gave us pointers on how to improve and modify
our dances, to give the sense of freedom and style - motivating and inspirational words...
Then all the groups came together in the main dance studio, where, thank goodness! me
and Szymon got reunited again. We showed the orchestra and the other dancers our
creations and after some constructive criticism, we decided to run the whole show
through a few times before lunch. The whole show consisted of our improvisation frst,
then into our choreography which had been taught to us by Oris, and then fnally into our
short choreographies that we were working on before.
During lunch, me and Szymon had a lovely time together listening to music and
sharing food - awwww treasured memories...
After lunch, it was straight back into rehearsals when suddenly it was SHOW
TIME!!!!! We all camped out in the changing rooms and waited while the audience poured

in. When we got called onto stage the show ran perfectly and everyone had a fantastic
time. At the end when I thanked both Oris and the musicians, they all said that SIN Cru
brought tons to the project and were very grateful that we all came along.

We were all very proud to get dressed up in our fancy garms and attend the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra's concert. Stuntgal was wearing her fresh burgundy Suedes and
Szymon the Wolf looked very dapper in his shirt. During the interval, he surprised
Stuntgal with some very posh ice cream which she ate whilst staring into the Wolf's
adoring eyes. All he could afford for himself was half a paper cup of flat diet Coke. No, it
wasn't diet Coke, just normal. Once the excitement of watching the streaming of
Stuntgal's eloquent interview and Szymon Wolf dancing with his ladies, had simmered,
the second half started. The conductor was really animated and slipped into a bit of
freestyle dance, but the hi-light of the whole concert was the amazing flying hair from
the pianist and his throw-away right hand as it deftly ran off the end of the piano keys.
Outstanding.
The fnal flm is a demonstration of how 'bringing musicians and dancers together can
enhance their understanding of how the two art forms complement each other. Exploring
the interesting concept that physical space represents sonic space, participants
considered the silence and stillness in music and dace interaction. Musicians found they
were following the facial expressions of the dancers as well as their movements, and each
student has gained greater insight and respect for each other's art.' (Lin Hetherington,
Cambridgeshire Music)

links for the flm and review:
http://cdn.kinura.com/liveplayers/iframe_cambridge_jazz.html
http://www.cambridge-news.co.uk/News/VIDEO-Cambridgeshire-pupils-hit-high-note-asRoyal-Philharmonic-Orchestra-wows-music-fans-at-Cambridge-Corn-Exchange20140204133329.htm
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